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Comes with three BONUSES! Learn The Ins & Outs Of Transferring Websites, And Get Reports & Videos

That You Can Pass Along To Your Buyers! Does the thought of helping a buyer get their new website

transferred to new hosting make you want to avoid site flipping completely? Let's face it, the idea of

setting up new hosting, getting all the files transferred over properly, exporting and importing the

database (for Wordpress sites) and all the other "techie" stuff that's involved in selling a site is more than

most people want to have to deal with. Sure, you can leave it up to the buyer, but what if they expect you

to help them through the process? Don't you think that being able to offer them help with this step is going

to make you stand out from all the other site sellers out there? Being able to offer that service has helped

me get more bids on some of the sites I've sold, and it has generated repeat business from buyers who

were happy with the service I gave them after the sale. If you'd like to be able to offer this assistance to

your buyers, but don't know how to handle it yourself, this package is perfect for you. Here's What You'll

Receive: * 2 PDF reports - one for the seller and one for the buyer, explaining the process for transferring

both static and Wordpress-based sites after the sale is finalized * 4 video walkthroughs showing the

process from start to finish (two for the seller - static sites & Wordpress sites plus two for the buyer - static

sites & Wordpress sites) For the seller, you'll learn things such as: * How to ensure you have the latest

version of your website to send to the buyer * How to export your Wordpress database * Things to

consider when transferring licensed scripts, plugins, themes, etc. * The most effective way to deliver the

site files to the buyer For the buyer, we'll cover topics such as: * How to download & prepare the site for

uploading to their server * How to create a Wordpress database and import all content and settings for

the site they've bought * How to reconfigure Wordpress for new hosting * The most effective way to test

the site before permanently redirecting the nameservers BONUSES: BONUS#1: Instant Site Flipping

Riches - with Master Resell Rights: Instant Site Flipping Riches is broken down into 5 easy-to-follow

videos, teaching you how to build and sell websites and see big paydays! A) Module 01: Site Flipping for

Profits - Overview - Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! The first module reveals the

necessary ground work you need to do for every website so you can make them 'flippable'. Know your

exit strategy before you even go on to construct your first website. If the website cannot be automated, is

attached strongly to you, or is dependent on the owner, the website CANNOT be sold. This is a classic

mistake website builders make and the first step is to avoid that first! B) Module 02: How to Buy Low and

Sell High - Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! The fastest way to have a website for



sale is to buy one. But if you want to make a profit from it you must know how to buy low before you can

sell high. I reveal how I do this 'unfair' exchange with my share of advantageous tactics to reap high profit

margins... allowing you to flip websites on a massive scale! C) Module 03: How to Create Site for Profits -

Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! Just starting out? Running on a tight budget? No

worries! I show you how to create websites from scratch using little cost that is next-to-nothing. This is

NOT your "How to build a klutzy website 101" guide. I always talk about the exit strategy, which is to

ultimately sell your business (in this case websites). This is how all your websites will be architect from

now on - programmed to be sellable and to be sold for big paydays! D) Module 04: Adding Massive Value

to Your Virtual Real Estate - Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! Website buyers look

for a few key criteria and requirements before they decide if the website is worth buying over. And how

would you know? The answers are in this module. Learn how to add massive value to your website or list

of websites, and do it all with a small ounce of effort, time and cost on your part! E) Module 05: Online

Places You Can Auction Your Sites - Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! This is it!

Discover the goldmines on the Internet and some of the best marketplaces where all your buyers are

gathering, eager to buy websites with cash ready at hand! Follow this entire course sequentially and you

will soon be enjoying big paydays from every website you sell and auction off! BONUS#2: To make the

deal even sweeter for you, we are even including two unannounced bonuses with it! Only those who

purchase this product from us would be able to get the bonuses at NO cost! So what are you waiting for?

Order today. 30-day money back guarantee! In case you are not 100 percent satisfied with your

purchase, simply contact us within 30 days of your purchase and we will refund every penny! No

questions asked!
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